Welcome to newtN

An advanced cloud-based data acquisition and customer portal for the precise
monitoring and control of Newterra Systems and equipment – all in real-time.

A real game changer for remote telemetry.
Since the newtN customer portal is solely cloud-based,
there is no need for any software or APP (Application)
download. All information is readily available in real-time
and operates on all platforms including computer,
laptops, tablets or any smartphone from anywhere
available on the planet.

In addition to the
HMI screens, the
following is also
easily available
on newtN:

Easily access your data for multiple sites or systems
on newtN – all can be easily accessed with assigned
credentials from your customer portal. Multiple users
can access the same system(s) with the same familiar
HMI screens as on-site systems currently use.

▪ Up-to-the minute system data
▪ Historical data analysis
▪A
 ccessible operation &
maintenance manuals
▪ Informative how-to instructional
videos in HD

Remote Monitoring Service

▪ Troubleshooting guides
▪ Searchable system parts list
▪ Access to Newterra Service
& Parts Teams
▪ Warranty statement, spare parts
list, and service requests

newterra.com

anytime and anywhere,
analyze live data in real-time,
saving valuable time and
service costs
So how does newtN make us more efficient?
With newtN’s bank-level security, multiple users are
granted different levels of access to the system and the
actual system information and operations. How simple
is it to operate? Single or multiple users log into their
newtN dashboard to gain access to any sites they have
permission(s) to view and/or control. The company User
Administrator has the ability to add and remove users
and set permissions on a site-by-site basis.

newtN requires that the customer provides internet
service to the system control panel. This can be
accomplished by a hardwire connection to the control
panel ethernet port or by installing a SIM card in the
Newterra-provided wireless modem installed in the
control panel.

Operations Manager

Local Site-Operator

Field Technician

Oversee all aspects of your systems
and receive real-time system updates
and problem alerts, without ever
setting foot on-site

Receive daily operational reports
and live updates and alarms for the
coordination of service and repairs,
keeping all systems operational

Prior to arriving for on-site repairs
or maintenance, system data can be
reviewed to better prepare technicians
for any problem-solving

Why should I upgrade to newtN?
newtN is data-driven software and offers features from start-up to decommissioning. newtN offers the ability to
predict maintenance requirements & operational issues and also to help with troubleshooting past events
determine the root cause of the problem. This valuable information will save you time and money and ensure
your system is running in the most efficient manner. As a built-in convenience, all notification and daily
reports are instantly available to cell, text, and email devices. Since there is no software to install or maintain,
newtN works on all platforms and all your information is centralized and safely secure in the cloud.

Remote Monitoring Service
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a one-stop web portal that
will make operations easier
and more cost-effective
What are the overall benefits of newtN?
In short, newtN next generation telemetry provides asset owners and operators a one-stop web portal that will
make operations easier and more cost-effective. As our water challenges expand and processes and technologies
become more complex, first class operations require more sophisticated tools. Complex water systems have many
moving parts, and the proper operations and maintenance of these systems are critical for minimizing down time and
keep operations costs on budget. Working closely with operators across the industry, it was clear the main challenges
they face is providing high run times and driving down the operational costs.
Alerts in real-time – having automated notifications
keeps systems running providing instant warnings to a
failure, or soon-to-be failure, saving operational costs
and unwanted down time.

Live dashboard and KPI’s – Key Performance
Indicators are available at a glance. Need to dive
deeper? newtN’s up-to-the-minute data can be analyzed
online or simply downloaded.

Increase the value and effectiveness of your highly
skilled operators – eliminate wasted trips for issues
that could be fixed remotely.

Documentation and operational training –
documentation is always within reach, providing
drawings, manuals, and operating instructions online
throughout the portal.

How-To Videos

Live Data Charts

System Parts List

System Plans

newtN offers a built-in
library of informative videos
custom tailored to the crucial
maintenance and upkeep to keep
your system running efficiently

newtN’s live dashboard’s
provides essential system
operational data, eliminating
unnecessary site visits – all at
your fingertips

Easy access to a Bill of Material
list for each project, with parts
and consumables lists for easy
quoting and re-order by the
Newterra Parts Team

Now all your system
documentation is always within
reach for easy maintenance and
operator training, crucial to the
system running optimally
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